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[1999] Swami Dev Murti Ji – Yoga Lecture in London UK 

General Introduction 

This document provides a Hindi to English translation of a Yoga Lecture given by Swami 

Dev Murti Ji, at the Brent Indian Association in London (UK) in 1999, as shown in the 

following YouTube video: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VkTJABdW4Y 

We are grateful for the initial draft translation from Hindi to English which was done by 

Sanjay Yogi Ji, student of Swami Yogananda Ji, student of Swami Vishwanath Yati Ji 

Maharaj (the spiritual master of Swami Dev Murti Ji). 

 

This final translation was the result of our refinement and expansion of the draft translation, 

followed by the review efforts of Darshana Desai, Kiran Desai, Nidhish Moghe, Ajay 

Yadagiri, Charul Yadagiri, Amit Agarwal and others. 

 

In accordance with the expectation of past, present and future students of Swami Ji, an effort 

has been made to translate as closely as possible to the original Hindi, almost literally rather 

than trying to do a freestyle translation in which some of the intended meaning could have 

been lost or unintentionally modified.  Hopefully this objective has been achieved. 

 

In order to encourage and enhance further or deeper understanding, additional clarification or 

information is also provided as follows: 

 

• [italic text in square brackets formatted like this] is used to add words to improve the 

readability and semantics of the literally translated sentences. 

 

• {italic text in curly brackets formatted like this} is used to offer equivalent alternative 

words or phrases that may be useful for comprehension. 

 

To help with viewing the video and tracking the translation, the time is given in the standard 

format “[m:ss]”, where m is the number of minutes and ss is the number of seconds. 

 

Contact Details 

Any questions, comments or corrections may be sent to the following email address: 

bhavin.desai@ntlworld.com 

Copyright Information 

This document is held in Copyright and Karma-Right by: 

http://www.swamidevmurti.com 

Distribution and Translation 

This document may be distributed only if it is provided in its entirety and free of charge. 

This document may be translated into another language if the above conditions are met. 
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The Translation 

 

[1:51] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

[Will] you [please] look over here?  Now, [he is] sleeping on the left side [isn’t 

he?].  OK, now you do just one exercise while [still] sleeping.  [Then] you will 

live up to four hundred years [old]!!!  Then by your own desire {choice} you can 

leave your body {life}. 

 

Bring this [arm] forward, brother, bring it forward; yes [good].  Now, lift this 

[leg] and hit {strike} it here [on the buttock].  Show {demonstrate} it!  Show it, 

with some force!!  Now show the second {other leg}.  Now do the other leg [and 

continue the exercise] one at a time, alternately.  [You] don’t [have to] do 

anything [else].  Before you even wake up {get up} in the morning, just start this 

hammering [exercise].  Then your Spinal Chord will work [properly] so that 

[the] three [principle] Nadis will become open: Ida, Pingala, and Sushumna.  

And then {consequently} all your pains {problems} will be finished! 

 

Now look here: he hasn’t even eaten anything at his parents-in-law’s house yet 

and he has already become big {overweight}!  Strike both [legs] at the same time 

brother.  Both at the same time.  Both at the same time.  Have you seen [this]?  

See, this is our future.  This is our country’s forthcoming future, isn’t it?  So we 

want to make him OK {healthy}.  Therefore, in the morning practice this 

hammering exercise. 

 

[2:53] TV Interviewer 

 

Swami Ji, first of all, on behalf of Zee TV, with our love and respect, we would like 

to welcome you.  You have spent many years in the service of the people {public}.  

And that very Sanskruti Bharati {Indian Culture}, which our Rishis {Saints} and 

Munis {Sages} have been teaching for thousands of years, you are now teaching.  For 

this we thank you [very very much] and congratulate you [for your efforts]. 

 

Please will you explain to me {us} your field of research? 

 

[3:15] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

My research is about why the “Child of the Human” is suffering.  For 84 Lakh 

{84,00,000 or eighty four hundred thousand} lives they are all happy, [their Spinal 

Chord is] horizontal [to the earth, unlike the human whose Spinal Chord is 

perpendicular or vertical to the earth] and sleeping only on the stomach 

{abdomen}.  They have {possess} nothing.  No money.  No building {house, 

home}.  No safety.  No guard.  No police.  No military.  No border.  They all have 

only one thing: the Spinal Chord.  And that Spinal Chord they keep moving 

continuously and sleep only on the stomach. 

 

So this is the research that I have done, that more than three million years have 

passed in which the Human was horizontal and now, from being horizontal, is 

now upright {vertical}. 
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Now {at present}, we are unable to walk again on four legs {limbs} are we?  

However, I have discovered {found, extracted, researched} a solution, I have 

made an adjustment {correction, improvement}. 

 

A Horse who is moving the Spinal Cord will get a bent {curved} Spinal Chord, 

similar to a Human who will get a bent {curved} Spinal Chord while sitting or 

standing [in daily life].  Then [regarding] lying down [we ask, in the form of a two 

line poem]: 

 

Why is the Horse unhappy? 

Why is the Human thirsty? 

 

[and the answer is] because there was {is} no Lota {double meaning: lying down, 

water pot or jug}.  Therefore, by lying down and doing Spinal Chord exercise the 

Horse relieves all the tiredness {stress, strain} from a full day’s work and then 

eats his food [with happiness and enjoyment].  [And by drinking from the water 

pot, Human thirst is relieved.] 

 

[4:13] TV Interviewer 

 

Swami Ji, I understand {believe} that Ayurvedic Knowledge, even though it is the 

most ancient of all, and yet it is still essential {necessary, applicable} for current 

times.  In the Western countries there are millions of people with many types of 

Spinal Chord problems. 

 

Is there a simple way to relieve {release} common people of these problems by 

taking advantage of this Yoga and help them to get the benefits? 

 

[4:31] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

There is a very simple argument {analysis, rationale}, which is the result of my 

whole life’s research, based on the fact that we have become unbalanced, in our 

daily routine.  Also, the basic problem is that the work that we do is beyond 

normal limits or bounds; we always do it “out of sense” {senseless}.  Consider 

our body, mind, organs, internal world, external world – we don’t do any 

measurement {analysis, assessment} regarding how much we should work, how 

much we should wake/sleep, how much we should eat, etc. 

 

[5:00] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

The name of this is Netra Jyoti Prakashini Neti {Sanskrit to English translation: 

Neti removes weakness of eyesight and makes one perfect in Vision}.  So, this Neti 

passed through the nose and came out through the mouth [and then will be 

massaged forward and backward with water held in the mouth, repeating 

comfortably over a duration of five to ten minutes]. 

 

Put Ghee {clarified butter oil} in the nose; this is called Dhrut Neti.  At present in 

[his] nose is Rubber Neti.  This is very easy to perform.  From the many possible 

diseases, bring {forward} any disease and this [Neti Kriya] will make it better. 
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[5:18] TV Interviewer 

 

Swami Ji, here Asian people have a few diseases {problems} that are specific to 

Asian people.  People say that [the main cause is that] there is a general lack of 

exercise and this plays a big part in the cause of diseases. 

 

Regarding exercise, people have said that for many centuries in India (as you have 

been kindly helping us to understand) the normal daily work automatically included 

sufficient exercises.  What do you say about that? 

 

[5:40] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

Look, inside the body, the heart pumps 280 litres of blood in 24 hours and 130 

litres [of that amount] are required by the brain.  Our body has now become 

upright {vertical} but [sufficient] blood is not getting to the brain.  As a result, I 

have invented a solution – the Spinal Chord exercises.  These exercises cannot be 

found anywhere else in the world. 

 

This is my personal research carried out 

over more than 30 years covering all the 

Spinal Chords of animals, humans and 

also water animals. 
 

They are also doing only the Spinal Chord movement, nothing else.  They don’t 

do Yoga or anything, only Spinal Chord relaxation, and [thus obtaining] 

elasticity, and sleeping on the stomach. 

 

[6:24] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

Look, in the morning after waking up, my mother was doing Chakki Chalan 

{hand grinding, hand milling} in a beautiful {wonderful} manner.  If she was 

pregnant with a baby then the baby would get a pure {good, clean} blood supply.  

My mother was doing Chakki Chalan from 3 o’clock in the morning.  When my 

mother was doing Chakki Chalan she took me onto her lap and sang children’s 

lullaby songs {Loriyan}. 

 

Wake up my Dear Son 

The Dawn is Breaking 

It is Time to Wake Up 

The Birds are Chirping 

The Stars are Showing their Colours 

 

[6:50] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

After doing Chakki Chalan they did Charkha {Spinning Wheel}.  When the 

mothers left the Charkha then Mahatma Gandhi started his practice of 

Charkha.  It was the men’s turn to practice Charkha.  After Mahatma Gandhi 

left, no one else did Charkha again. 
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By doing Charkha air enters and leaves the lungs thousands of time: [as a 

consequence] 8,000,000 air sacs in the lungs are opened up.  As a result no men 

were ever sick and no women were ever sick.  Then they were doing 

{performing} Dhan Kutt {pounding grains}, Chattu {pestle and mortar}, Chaati 

{churning milk for butter}. 

 

Even today, if mothers sitting at home do these exercises [or even if they just do 

the relevant body movements] then the heart and lungs, cervical [double meaning 

for women], and whatever unnecessary problems or sickness you {they} have, 

they can become healthy and all [their] problems are finished.  Then Chowka 

{kitchen}, then Chulha {cooking stove}, producing home-made Roti {bread, food}, 

made with motherly love, infused with good wishes and blessings. 

 

[7:41] Swami Dev Murti Ji 

 

However, nowadays we go in hotels and restaurants, where thousands of eyes 

have seen the food, and that is the food that we are eating.  And what are we 

eating?  Meat, eggs, fish, chicken, fried food, pickles, sour foods.  Khatai {Sour 

food} for men and Mithai {sweet food} for women are bad for their health and 

destroy their lives. 

 

In conclusion, Chakki {millstone}, Charkha {spinning wheel}, Chatti {churning}, 

Chattu {pestle and mortar}, Chowka {kitchen}, Chulha {cooking stove}, Chotti 

{braided hair}, Chunni {clothing over the head} have all gone [unfortunately] and 

The Tea Queen {tea lady} has arrived.  [A similar conclusion applies to the 

traditional men’s tasks that would have included sufficient daily exercises.] 
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